
Synchronized Start (from Electronic 
Start System or Dolphin Starter) 

Lane Timer 

Instructions 

Follow the directions for the 

method your facility is using: 

Synchronized Start or 

Wireless Manual Start. 

Watch Operation 
1. The Starter will start all watches.  

2. Press Start/Stop to stop your watch.  

3. You should not press any other buttons, unless you are 

blanking your lane (see below). 

 

Note: if you press Start/Stop again before the Starter has reset the 

watches, your watch will resume running. 

 

The watch icon on the top row indicates time is running on the watch; it 

disappears when the Starter has reset all the watches for the next race. 

Blanking your lane 
If there is no swimmer in your lane for the current heat, after the start 

you can press reset. Your watch will display a line of dashes indicating 

that your lane is blanked. After the Starter has reset the watches, your 

watch will automatically accept the start signal for the next race. 

 

If you accidentally set dashes (blanked the lane), push Start/Stop to 

resume timing. The watch is still accurate as long as the watch icon is 

still displayed. 

 Wireless Manual Start/Stop 

Lane Timer 

Instructions 

Follow the directions for the 

method your facility is using: 

Synchronized Start or 

Wireless Manual Start. 

 

Watch Operation 
1. Start your watch (by pressing Start/Stop) with the start signal.  

2. Stop your watch (by pressing Start/Stop) when the swimmer in 

your lane touches the wall at the end of the race. 

3. Press Reset to reset your watch for the next race. The watch is 

reset when the watch icon disappears from the top row. 

 

Blanking your lane 
If there is no swimmer in your lane for the current heat, after the start 

you can press Start/Stop and then Reset. Your watch will display a line 

of dashes indicating that your lane is blanked. To prepare for the next 

race press Reset again. The watch icon will disappear and your watch is 

ready for the next race. 

 

If you accidentally set dashes (blanked the lane), push Start/Stop to 

resume timing. The watch is still accurate as long as you have not 

pressed Reset the second time. 
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